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TLM Technologies’ evoPOS connects to Jisp for contactless 

shopping 

Following successful pilots TLM Technologies’ evoPOS and evoBackOffice now fully integrate to Jisp, the 

contactless shopping application; allowing evoPOS users to offer customers Home Delivery, Click & Collect 

and Scan & Go shopping. 

Hylands Service Station is a thriving community hub in Bookham, Leatherhead. Up to 70% of their customers 

are now non-fuel; investing in technology to provide the right systems and customer service has been key.  

Danyal Shoaib, Owner, Hylands Service Station said: “By integrating Jisp with our evoPOS, we now have the 

infrastructure and systems in place to offer delivery, not just to the elderly and vulnerable people but to 

anyone who wishes to use this service. It’s really popular – we can offer delivery within hours or the same 

day locally.” 

Integrating Jisp to evoPOS and evoBackOffice means that Jisp has visibility of real-time stock levels and all 
transactions are posted in real-time back into evoPOS; so, the site can reconcile all sales from all channels 
in a single system.  

 
Adrian Felton, CTO, TLM Technologies: “Bringing store technology to our independent convenience and fuel 

customers that was thought deliverable only by the large supermarkets is what evoPOS is built to do; both 

through its native features and functions but also through its ability to integrate with best-in-class 

applications such as Jisp.”  

Convenience and fuel retailers who gained significant extra convenience custom during lock-down need to 

retain this new customer base as pandemic restrictions ease. Offering technologies and customer service in-

line with the large supermarkets is one way to do this. 

Aaron Bishop, CTO of Jisp, said: “EPOS integration is the one of the most important parts of working with 
convenience retailers, which is why TLM Technologies is the perfect strategic partner for our company. 
Their back-end optimised system combined with our front-end customer engagement creates an exclusive 
solution that any small business can take advantage of. Jisp provides a 400% increase on the average 
basket spend through our Home Delivery and Click & Collect services, so we look forward to building 
stronger relationship with TLM to increase sales for all convenience stores across the UK.” 
 

Editor’s Note: 

TLM Technologies: 

Founded in 2010 in Bedford, England, TLM Technologies, a company of MADIC Group, provides a complete solution 
for convenience (c-store) and fuel retailers globally through its suite of evolution software applications (evoPOS, 
evoBackOffice and evoHeadOffice) and Forecourt Equipment Services. 



About 1 in 3 independent fuel and convenience sites in the UK use TLM’s products or services. We pride ourselves on 
offering scalable solutions - enabling small independents and large international retailers to offer the latest retail 
technologies.  

Fore more information please visit our website: www.tlmtechnologies.co.uk  
 

Jisp: 

 

Jisp is an award-winning tech company based in Alton, Hampshire, that offers best-in-class mobile marketing, 
shopping and payment solutions. 

It’s the first UK company to remove the need for tills through the introduction of a contact-free shopping solution, 
utilising the NFC technology and barcode scanning. Shoppers receive instant product information, including allergens 
and reviews, and can pay securely via the app from anywhere, negating the queues. 

Following the COVID-19 pandemic, Jisp prides itself in dedicating its efforts in helping businesses battle the 
coronavirus effects. It’s the most affordable and bespoke app in the market offering contact-free Home Delivery and 
Click & Collect services to any retail and grocery store. For restaurants, bars and cafés Jisp provides table ordering 
with instant payment, Takeaway and Home Delivery features. 
From creating seamless customer journeys to engaging up to 100,000 players through its online interactive quiz 
‘ENGAGE’, Jisp’s innovative solutions empower markets to deliver the best customer experience. 

For more details on everything Jisp has to offer please visit our website: https://www.jisp.com/business 
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